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Opinions vary on how much JavaScript code is "critical" for a service worker, but even someone as valuable as Vlad Strucuta uses JavaScript as little as possible in a service worker (CSS, templates and more is still run in the main thread). This has very serious performance
implications. Let's see his examples: js: Not running in the main thread loading: Not running in the main thread (yes, one of the most important topics) state: State synchronization objects should be shared directly (no context) scoped: Other scoped variables are avoided in
service workers load: Without import.meta In the past, we have been loading our JavaScript code as a module using the import statement. Service Workers support this statement, but they also add a importScripts() function to import modules from other scripts. To use this
importScripts(), we need to check out to the src directory and we need to import each one of them on the importScripts() statement. The problem with this approach is that if we have a lot of importScripts() statements, the number of sub-modules and the downloaded size
increase very quickly. Any dependency between the modules we would be importing could also be a problem. For example, if we are using a Charts library, we can import the css and JavaScript files that contain the chart styles (CSS-in-JS), but we cannot import the css and
JavaScript files that contain the HTML. This is because those files will include external styles and will pollute the library and the bundle.
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i finally switched to react full-time in february. it was perhaps the best decision ive made for my business. being big react fans, we recently adopted react native too and, equally, it has been a good choice. the technology finally allows us to build native apps for each platform
(read more here native app getting real ). my earlier prototypes ( make ui functional ) all had some design flaws, in that they were either too big or not good enough. i have then gone on to build lots of small apps with react and redux, and i believe i have finally found that

happy medium, which is why i wanted to document this post today. ive applied all these lessons to create new solutions that i can now call mariabake, which are an order of magnitude smaller than when i wrote make ui functional . let me tell you about my latest project today:
i have created a new script architecture, which i call mariabake. this is based on a style of javascript development developed by a company called mariabake , but i have also given it its own name. and as i have made it even smaller and more performant than their script

architecture, it should be easier to build more mariabake apps. essentially, the motivation behind mariabake is to take these learnings together and make a smaller application that is easier to build, faster to build, and more maintainable than the larger applications we have
been building so far. the beauty of something like mariabake is that you can just create a single script and change any part of it to alter the style of the app without having to worry about any other dependencies on other parts of the app. if you want to change the navigation,
for example, you just do that and then refresh the page. the same with state management and view components. the app rerenders automatically. it goes from being a big, complex application to a simple, performant app. ideally, this should be applied to almost every type of

development project. just check out the video and the list of features at the end of this post to see all the examples of code. 5ec8ef588b
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